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Terras, M. (2008). Review of Digital Heritage: Applying Digital Imaging to Cultural
Heritage. Lindsay MacDonald (ed.). Amsterdam etc.: Butterworth-Heinemann / Elsevier, 2006. LLC, 23: 244 -246 experience of those undertaking digitisation in the sector increases, and there is a need for access to case studies from those carrying out digital imaging in order to give insight into the practice of leading institutions, major projects, and those working with new and developing approaches. Digital Heritage: Applying Digital Imaging to Cultural Heritage is a collection of edited chapters written by those working on important, well established, projects in digital imaging of all aspects of culture and heritage, including 'research and general libraries, museums, commercial photographic collections, fine art auction houses, and the built heritage' (p. xv).
Instead of being a text book guide regarding how to undertake a digitisation project, the book is presented as a sequence of chapters which detail individual projects and approaches, describing both previous and current leading-edge research in digital imaging. All chapters stress issues of use, usefulness, and usability, giving a historical and holistic view of the evolving nature of user requirements over the past decade or so. Lavishly illustrated in full colour, this text is therefore a useful addition to the range of textual material available regarding digitisation for memory institutions, having the opportunity to explain, demonstrate and advise in a way complementary to previous text heavy and guideline focussed publications on digitisation.
The book is divided into three major sections. The first, 'User Requirements', presents case studies from established institutions with a focus on why the projects were undertaken, and how they encouraged uptake and use of the resulting images through understanding the demands of the different types of users who wish to access This informative, varied, and well illustrated text should be viewed as an essential companion to the managerial texts on the instigation of digitisation projects, demonstrating the strengths of digitisation for the cultural and heritage sectors, whilst illustrating and explaining at first hand how the application of imaging technologies to complex, historical artefacts can increase our understanding of, and access to, the objects themselves.
